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Quotation Number: BND231012YF                              Dated
：

12
th

 Oct., 2023 

Attn:” Abbasi                                                 From: Mr. Alex 

(1)Quotation Sheet 

No. Name Ref. Picture Type 
Quantity 

(set) 

Unit Price(USD) 

FOB China 

Ningbo Port 

Amount(USD) 

FOB China 

Ningbo Port 

1 

Disposable Long Sleeve Glove 

Making Machine(With two servo 

motors)  

BND-500     1 10,760 10,760 

2 Total (FOB Ningbo Port, China)         USD10,760 

(2)Remarks: 

1). The Above prices are based on FOB Ningbo Port, China. Quotation date: 2023-10-12, Validity 

time is 45 days. 

2). Payment: By Bank T/T Payment. 30% down payment, and balance for 70% payment before 

shipment after testing. 

3). Delivery time: Within 35 days after receiving the deposit. 

4). Packaging: Wrapped by stretch film and plastic film packing, if for Wooden cases packing. the 

extra cost is needed.  

5) Warranty period: From the day of the use of the machine in the buyer's factory: 1year.  

6) Kindly note that, the quoted price is based on standard voltage condition: 380V, 3Phases, 

50HZ/220V, Single Phases, 50HZ. 

 

(3)Specification of the machine: 

BND-500 Disposable Long Sleeve Glove Making Machine 

Characteristic:  

1. The disposable long sleeve glove making machine replaces the original electric heating wire model 

homemade equipment, with stable product quality, automatic control, easy to operate and maintenance. It is the 

ideal equipment for producing PE film glove.  

2. The main power of the machine adopts 380V frequency converter and inverter motor which with stable 

performance and low noise.  

3. The take-up adopts AC motor 0.75KW and controlled by inverter.  

4. The machine includes three couples clamp take-up rubber rollers, one set is unwinding take up material 

feeding controlling by AC motor, two sets of them are controlled by Servo Motors.  

5. Single station unwinding, adopt diameter 3’’ air-shaft for unwinding, the tension is controlled by magnetic 

power brake, During the material feeding process, the unwinding part tension is controlled by dance rollers, 

which is controlled by pneumatic cylinder, advanced type.  

6. The whole machine is controlled by PLC and touch screen, English version for customer.  

7. Arbitrary fixed length, accurate and stopping automatically when the gloves reach to the setted quantity.  

8. Two sets long sleeve glove mould made according to customer’s requirement according to the drawing. 

Adjusting independent.  
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9. The sealing and cutting base is silicone pad and can rotate automatically when working. 

10. Equipped with more hot needles for fixing the long gloves together in stack, easy to take away and do 

punching on the hydraulic punching machine.  

11. Finished product and waste material could be separated easily. 

12. Machine structure: iron plate H10, Chanel steel #8. 

 

Main technical parameters: 

Max. unwinding web film diameter: 600mm 

Thickness of applied film: 0.008-0.05mm 

Producing speed: 30-80pcs/min according to different material. 

Total power: 15KW. 

Voltage: 380V, 3Phases, 50HZ. 

Machine weight: 1700Kgs 

Machine dimension(L*W*H): 3600mm*1250*1500mm 

 

Spare Parts for the machine 

Heater pipes 5pcs  

Screwdriver 1pc 

Heating switch  2pcs 

Button switch  2pc 

Oil gun 1pc  

Springs 40 pcs  

Monkey spanner 1pc 

Air pipe connecotr  2pcs 

Socket head wrench 1 set 

Outside hexagonal wrench 1set 

Tool box 1set 

 

Reference Photos: 
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2 sets. 

 

Cases for Customized machines for our customer: 
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Common shape long sleeve glove making machine: 
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